
Access 4
Skill: Central or Main Idea

Match 
As you watch the video about central or main ideas, complete the sentences by matching the beginning of each
sentence with the correct ending below.

1. The key point is the .
2. To find the central idea, you should look for what the key details .
3. A summary is a short statement that .
4. A key question to ask to find the central idea is .
5. A summary should not include .

1. covers the most important ideas in a text
2. central idea
3. have in common
4. opinion and personal judgments
5. "What's this all about?"

*SL.6.2 Interpret information presented in diverse media and formats (e.g., visually, quantitatively, orally) and explain how it contributes to a topic, text, or issue
under study.

Fill in the Blanks 
As you read the definition, fill in the blanks to complete the sentences below. Refer to these sentences as you
discuss the definition with your classmates. 

1. The central idea is the  the author is trying to make.
2. Key details , , or  the topic.
3. You can use the central idea and key details to craft a .
4. The main idea helps the reader understand the author's .

*RI.6.2 Determine a central idea of a text and how it is conveyed through particular details; provide a summary of the text distinct from personal opinions and
judgments.
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Guided Reading 
As you read the Model about determining the central idea in An American Plague , respond to these questions. 

*RI.6.1 Cite textual evidence to support analysis of what the text says explicitly as well as inferences drawn from the text.
*ELD.PI.6.11.a.Br - Justifying/arguing Justify opinions or persuade others by providing detailed and relevant textual evidence (e.g., quoting from the text
directly or referring to specific textual evidence) or relevant background knowledge with light support. 
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1. To support the main idea, authors include .

2. Understanding the main idea and supporting details can help you write a .

3. Why does the author wait until the end to state the central idea? 

4. What do the details in paragraph 4 have in common? 

5. What clues in paragraph 7 show that the disease impacted many people? 

6. How would you summarize the excerpt in the model? 


